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Abstract/manuscript guidelines 

 
Abstracts/manuscripts: Only abstracts/manuscripts written in English will be accepted. The text has 

to be submitted via online-registration. Submissions by fax, post or e-mail will not be considered.  
 
Please note that abstracts must be written in British English. 
 
Types of manuscripts are eligible both for oral or poster presentation: 
 
 

Short abstract:  Maximum 1 page A4* / text comprising about 200 - 250 words, no sub-

headings, literature references are not required 

Extended abstract:  Maximum 3 pages A4* / subheadings; literature references required 

Full paper:    Maximum 10 pages A4* / subheadings; literature references required 

* refers to the size and format of the manuscript/abstract template which should be used 
 

Note! After the review process, all comments and corrections have to be considered and 
set into place by the authors themselves. Revisions are in responsibility of authors. 
 

Formatting (we recommend to use our abstract/manuscript template for correct 
formatting!) 
 

Title:   Arial, 12 pt, bold, capitals, centered. 

Authors:  Last name and first letter(s) of the first name(s), Arial, 12 pt, small caps (please see 

below how to format a text in small caps), centered. 

Affiliations: Full address of institutions of all authors and e-mail address from the corresponding 

author ought to be provided; COUNTRY in capital letters, justified. 

Sub-headings: Arial, 12 pt, bold, justification left. 

Text:  Arial, 10 pt, standard, justification (grouped style) (summary of 10 – 15 lines must be 

provided for extended abstracts and full papers, respectively.)  
References:  Quotations in the text should be typed in Arial 10 pt, small caps (please see below 

how to format a text in small caps). The name of the author quoted should be fol-

lowed by the year of publication.  

Example for one author: (HILDEBRANDT, 1982). Example for two authors: (MOUSA 

and ELSHEIM, 1992). More than two authors: name of the first author adding “et al.”, 

example: (LEHMANN et al., 1981; SCHULZ et al., 1982). 

The reference list at the end of the text should be typed in Arial 10 pt, italic, justifi-

cation (grouped style), format paragraph, left feeder 0.75 cm. The list should include 

all literature quoted in the text and the names of all authors involved (authors not 

quoted in the text should not appear in the list of references). Please comply with 

following the two examples: 

 

Journals: 

METTLER F, PALMER D, RÜBEL A, ISENBÜGEL E (1982): Growing incidence of parakeratosis in tortoise. 

Verh.ber. Erkrg. Zootiere 24, 245 - 248. 

Books: 

FOWLER ME (1978): Zoo and Wild Animal Medicine. Philadelphia, London, Toronto: WB Saunders Compa-

ny, 25 - 88. 

 
How to format a text in small caps: 

1. Mark the concerning text;  
2. Open “Font”  tick the check box “Small caps” in the submenu “Effects” 
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Photos/ 
illustrations:  must be submitted in high-contrast (high-quality), at least 150 dpi digital black-and-

white or colour prints with brief explanatory captions to the illustrations below. 
please give name of photographer/copyright holder; must be sent together with a 
legend and the abstract title to 2017@zoowildlifehealth.org  

 
 
Other information:  

 
Materials mentioned in the text should have manufacturers' name and country/headquarter in parentheses 

attached.  

Dosages should be given in clearly defined quantities, for example, mg/kg body weight.  

Please give only one space character between sentences, not two. 
 
 
Order of manuscript (extended abstract / full paper): Summary 
 Introduction 
 Materials and methods/Cases 
 Results 
 Discussion 

    References 
 
 
For extended abstracts an introduction may be provided and results and discussion can be grouped  
together under one heading. 
 
 

Rules and regulations: 

Submission of a manuscript implies: that its publication has been approved by all co-authors, if any, as well as - tacitly or 
explicitly - by the responsible authorities at the institution where the work was carried out. The author signs for and ac-
cepts responsibility for releasing this material on behalf of any and all co-authors.  

If you include figures that have already been published elsewhere, you must obtain permission from the copyright own-
er(s) for both the print and online format. Please be aware that some publishers do not grant electronic rights for free 
and that the IZW will not be able to refund any costs that may have occurred to receive these permissions. In such cas-
es, material from other sources should be used. 
 
The author provides the publisher with the permissions to use any materials owned by another party and to publish a 
photograph when such use could infringe any proprietary right or interfere with an individual's privacy or publicity rights. 
The author affirms that the publication of such photograph does not interfere with any copyright, trademark, privacy, 
publicity or proprietary right of another party. In the event of a claim, action or proceeding based upon an alleged viola-
tion of the author's representations or warranties that the publisher will be held harmless.  
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